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Executive Summary

HDK Box Pro For Venue Introduction
HDK Box Pro for Venue is the smartest karaoke machine, specifically designed to help venue
owners and advertisers to drive sales and guest satisfaction. It uses internet streaming and
downloading technology, providing direct connection to our exclusive cloud based karaoke
music portal. The slim and portable HDK Box offers the most convenient, high-quality karaoke
experience anywhere. Controller App for iPhone/iPad/Android makes song selection easier
than ever.
HDK Box Pro ensures customers the greatest karaoke experience through its large licensed song
selection, automatic updates, smart phone and tablet remote control, HD sound and HD visual
effect, smart search, etc. More importantly, it provides a new way for venue owners to gain
extra money by advertising between songs and during idle period. All of these amazing features
will help venues to boost their revenues at the lowest costs.

Perfect for Venues & Events – The HDK Box Pro
HDKaraoke solution provides a valuable addition to a variety of entertainment venues, such as
bars, restaurants, bowling alleys, theme parks and multi-concept venues, etc. Singing karaoke
becomes a new dimension of the business with HDKaraoke solution. Making money from
“More Customers”, “Longer Stay”, and “More Spending”, the model is as simple as that.
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Customers
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Spending

$MONEY$

 Karaoke Events could attract customers to your venue.
 Perfect karaoke atmosphere and quality will make them want to stay longer and enjoy.
 While in the happy mood, customers are willing to pay more for beverages.
 Self-promoting ads will remain customers the fun and joy, and they will come back soon.

Turning Your Venues into Karaoke Party
By utilizing existing sources and making a small investment, venues could achieve an
exceptional profit increase from footfall. HDKaraoke Solution helps to upgrade your venue into
a karaoke party to diversify customer experience and thus draw customers. Based on our
research, some venues attract 3X times more customers with karaoke events. While at the
same time, customers tend to stay longer in the venue to enjoy the karaoke experience and
spend more on food and beverages.

Advertisement Power
With HDKaraoke Solution, venues are able to advertise and promote themselves. The latest
advertisement feature allows venue owners to upload and display image ads, video ads, and
idle video ads. This is another way to generate potential revenue.

HDKaraoke Solution At A Glance
 Draw more customers and make them stay longer
 Increase spending per head
 Additional revenue from advertising platform
 Below average ongoing cost versus above average gross profits
 Low replacement cost
 Low staffing requirements
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 Immediate ROI
 Diversify customer experience
 Better customer satisfaction
 Build positive brand awareness
 Reliable technology and service
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HDK Box Pro – The Smartest Karaoke
Machine
Large Song Library& Automatic Update Weekly
9,000 songs are available in the song library, and the library keeps automatically updating on
weekly basis. Customers can find all they want from classic songs to the latest trends.

iPhone/iPad/Android
Devices App Remote Control
Customers can use their smart phones and
tablets to control the selection of songs and
all other operations. There is no longer any
need to use a remote and a songbook which
means no waiting time and more income.

User Friendly Interface
Customers can browse songs by artists, new songs, hot songs, and song categories. The
software is extremely easy to use.
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1080P HD Sound and Visual Feast
The high-performance Sigma Design configuring decoder chip supports Full HD output,
YAMAHA professional Karaoke mixing chip supports vocal mixing and a wide range of video
encoding methods, to make your Karaoke party a real concert.

Music Effect Adjustment
Customers can choose to sing along with the singer or sing along with instrument. User-friendly
App allows customers to adjust the echo effects, microphone volume, background music
volume and a large range of 7 keys to suit their voice.

Real-Time Social Media Interaction (Coming Soon)
We are currently developing this amazing feature. It allows customers share their voice on
Facebook and other social network, and will make your venue become a hot topic.

Advertising Ability
HDK Box Pro can not only provide unique up-to-date karaoke streaming experience, but also
grant venue owners the ability to advertise. Owners can upload and display different types of
advertisements, and manage them through our ads system even for multiple locations. It is
also possible to get real time report of the advertisement.
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What Does HDKaraoke Solution Offer To
You?
Revenue Booster
 Karaoke events draw customers to venues (Some bars say 3X more customers), especially
during “off-peak” days.
 Customers tend to stay under one roof all night with karaoke.
 More customers and longer stay contribute more spending per head, which means more
earning to you.
 Generate additional revenue from advertising platform. Promote your events from
advertising.

Cost Saving
 Inexpensive device and affordable monthly subscription model means less upfront cost.
 Low staff requirement saves your labor cost. Customers may help themselves by using
smart search and mobile device control.
 Low replacement cost, play your existing songs through USB flash drive to save your
previous investment.
 Efficient way to leverage dead space and existing AV/PA equipment.
 Unlimited song access means no need to pay per song.
 Your choice of KJ or self-hosting

Large Licensed Song Library& Automatic Update Weekly
 Cloud Based Song Library. With the latest Cloud technology, there is no need to buy any
discs, or download music from 3rd party websites.
 You can access 9,000 songs in our song library, and new songs update weekly.
 No need to update new songs manually. The library will automatically update once
connected to the internet.
 100% licensed song library protects you from unintended trouble. Song library is also
encrypted and cannot be copied.
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Advertisement Management
Advertisers can log into the HDK Venue Online Control Panel from anywhere to upload image
ads and video ads, change what is displayed, and change ads frequency for one or multiple
locations.
 Your choice of how ads are displayed




Image Ads: Image ads of your choice can be shown in between every song.
Video Ads: Video ads of your choice can be shown between any numbers of songs (any number
as you wish).
Idle Video Ads: Video ads of your choice will be played when the machine is sitting idle.

 Chain Management - manage an unlimited number of displays in an unlimited number of
locations from your account’s dashboard.
 Real-Time Reporting - Real-time reporting tracks the ads performance by when and where
it is being played, and under what condition.

Reliable Service
 24/7 network monitoring guarantees service uptime. Every 15 seconds the HDK Box server
receives a heartbeat from your device to ensure your content is running smoothly.
 Recover from connectivity issues automatically and seamlessly.
 Lost internet connection? All of your content including karaoke songs stored in your built-in
hard drive and ads will continue to play so your karaoke party will not be interrupted and
will never looks like it is down.
 Excellent customer satisfaction rate
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What Is the Cost and ROI?
Up-front Cost in Setting Up HDKaraoke
HDK Box Pro for Venue is an affordable and much more functional solution in comparison with
other alternatives. HDK Box Pro is $349, and Monthly subscription is only $149.
9,000 Licensed Songs, Automatic Update
Every Week, Mobile Device Remote Control,
HD Sound and Visual Performance, and
Advertisement Management.

Only $ 349
Plus Service

What else does it include?
 Software and features update
 Weekly song library update
 Professional technical support

What is needed?
To create a perfect karaoke atmosphere, you need some equipment:






Internet Connection
TV or Projector with Screen
Microphones (HDK Box supports both wired and wireless microphones)
Existing PA system (HDK Box Pro are compatible for almost all PA system)
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What is the Return On Investment?
One of the best things about HDKaraoke Solution is that the affordable cost. It offers you the
ability to gain an instant return of investment. First of all, unlike other solutions, HDKaraoke
Solution requires much less cost in initial investment. Moreover, the service fee is more
competitive than other alternatives. It could maximize your profit, and bring your investment
back immediately. Let us do a simple math to see how quickly you can get your investment back.
 The monthly services cost is $149, which equal to about

 Suppose you have

$35 per week.

$1 profit for every beer sold.

If you hold Karaoke Event once a week, then you only need to sell

35 beers to cover the

cost, and the rests are pure profit. We are sure the actual number will be more impressive.

Immediate Return
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Why work with us?
Best in North America
From the beginning, HDKaraoke has been driven to take incredibly powerful technology, and
make it accessible. After years of experience and improvements in home-use market, the HDK
Box Pro is the smartest and most reliable karaoke machine ever in the market. Moreover, HDK
Box is the only streaming karaoke device which legally plays copyrighted content in North
America.
“HDK Box is the leading product in karaoke market of North America. ------Target”
“HDK Box is the best karaoke machine we have ever seen. ------ Toys R Us”

Working with Experts
We were founded by a strong R & D team and marketing consultants, the core members who
have worked for Intel, Apple, Microsoft, Sony, Bell Labs, AT&T, Booz, Allen and Hamilton and
other companies. With great experience, our experts will provide you installation advice and
professional technical support.

Customer Satisfaction
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HDKaraoke Solution Business Case
Fantasy in Los Angeles is a bar features its small concert on Friday and Saturday and creative
fruit cocktails.
The business was doing great on Friday and Saturday with concerts, however, the bar only had
1/3 of its concert days’ traffic on Monday through Thursday. Leo, the owner of it wanted to
attract more customers on these “off-peak” days to make more money.
“It was a hard time, I tried different ways, but none of them worked out.

------

Leo”

Leo tried to pick up the reason for the “off-peak” days and realized that he needed to diversify
his events to attract customers, not just the concert.
“I was lucky. I went to visit my friend Jims and saw his children were singing on HDK Box.
I quickly noticed that it was pretty easy to use and it was really affordable for a bar. So I
thought of an idea to apply this to my business. ------ Leo”
Leo also researched other karaoke machine. After comparison, he contacted without hesitation.
We quickly provided him an installation advice. Fantasy has a small space in front of the bar
counter, which is used as the stage in concert and can hold 4-5people. And he already had a
projector, screen, audio system, and microphones. All he needed was the HDK Box.
Karaoke party is a totally new dimension for Fantasy. Customers proved to love this idea, and
the footfall of his bar on weekdays was doubled. 3 month later, he found out many customers
came just for the singing and a large portion of them are referred by friends who had been his
bar before.
“Interestingly, customers stay much longer time at my bar, it is always filled with crowd,
and sometimes people have to wait outside.

------

Leo”

The perfect atmosphere the karaoke party created made customers stay till the end or even
longer and spend more on beverage. HDKaraoke solution successfully solved the problem “offpeak days” as well as the “idle space” at the same time.
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We Are the Best in the Market
Compare with other Karaoke Machines
Solution Name

HDK Box Pro
"The Smartest
Karaoke Machine
Ever"

Lucky Voice
Singstation

Acesonic
KOD-3000 Dual Hard
Drive Network Bluray Disc Jukebox

Solution Type

Internet Enabled
Karaoke Machine
(Seamlessly Streaming
and Downloading)

Wall Attached Karaoke
Machine

Pre-loaded Hard Drive
Karaoke Machine

Device Price

$349

Service Fee

$149 per month
unlimited subscription

Ethernet
Wi-Fi

Yes
Yes

Pricing
£1499 ($2300)
£299 ($463) per month
unlimited subscription
with minimum one year
commitment

$799
About $1.49 per song
(9,000 songs for
$13,410)

Internet
Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
250GB

Yes
500GB

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes (iPhone, iPad,
Android Apps Control)

Online Streaming

Hard Drive, CD+G, USB

Yes
Yes

No
No

27.6 * 19.7 * N/A in.
N/A

14 * 17 * 3.3 in.
N/A

Microphones
Wired
Wireless

Yes
Yes

Internal Hard Drive
Storage

Yes
640GB
Yes (Even use iPad,
iPhone, Android to
remotely control your
USB content)
Yes

Hardware

External USB Support
HDMI 1080P

Software
Smart Phone & Tablet
Remote Control

Smart Search
User-Friendly Interface

Yes (iPhone, iPad,
Android Apps Control)
Online Streaming, Hard
Drive, and USB
Yes
Yes

Dimensions (L*W*H)
Weight

8.0 * 4.7 * 1.3 in.
1.5 lbs.

Song Sources

Product Stats

Compare with other Karaoke Machines (Continued)
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Solution Name

Licensed Song Library

Automatic Song Update
Song Format/Quality

Song Sources

HDK Box Pro
"The Smartest
Lucky Voice
Karaoke Machine
Singstation
Ever"
Content
9,000 Licensed Songs
New songs release
weekly, automatic
update
All in HD 1080P/720P
HDKaraoke Cloud
Server for streaming
and download. May
play your own songs
through USB external
devices

9,000 licensed songs

Biweekly update
All in HD 1080P/720P

Online streaming only

Acesonic
KOD-3000 Dual Hard
Drive Network Bluray Disc Jukebox
Preloaded demo set
with 550 English songs.
May preload larger song
library at additional cost
No. Download songs
from website at
additional cost per song
Mostly CD+G Quality
Disks, USB, or manually
download from thirdparty website

Ads Management
Image Ads
Video Ads
Idle Video Ads

Choice of your own
Choice of your own
Choice of your own

No
No
No

No
No
No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
Yes

Other Features
24/7 Network
Monitoring
Portable
Multi-Language Songs
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Compare with Alternative Solutions
Solution Name

HDK Box Pro
"The Smartest
Karaoke Machine
Ever"

KaraokeWare
Compuhost V2

Karaoke Jockey

Solution Type

Internet Enabled
Karaoke Machine
(Seamlessly Streaming
and Downloading)

Karaoke Software

Hire a Karaoke Jockey

Pricing

$349 for HDK Box and
$149 monthly
subscription for
unlimited use

$179.95 for the
software, $1,000 for
reliable computer

$200-$350 per night on
average

Hardware Requirement

PA System

Computer and PA
system

PA System

Operating Staff
Requirement
Smart Device Control

No, Customer can help
themselves
Yes

Yes

No
No

Licensed Song Library

9,000 Licensed Songs

No
Depends on how much
you paid for songs

Automatic Song Update

Song Sources

Song Format/Quality
Service Reliability
Upload your Ads

New songs release
weekly, seamlessly
automatic update
without any manual
operation
HDKaraoke Cloud
Server for streaming
and download. May
play your own songs
through USB external
devices
All in HD 1080P/720P
Professional technical
support and 24/7
network monitoring
Yes, image ads, video
ads, idle video ads

Maybe

No, pay per song and
update manually

KJ does it for you

Third party website,
CDs

Third party website,
CDs

Mostly MP3+G

Mostly MP3+G

Barely

Maybe

No

No
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HDKaraoke LLC.
The Company
HDKaraoke LLC, a high-tech service entertainment company, was found in 2009 in Pasadena,
CA. We have researched and designed the HDK Internet-based karaoke machine that we call
the HDK Box. HDKaraoke has a long-term stable cooperative relationship with major record
companies, independent record companies as well as third party content providers. HDK
investors and the management team come from the worlds of investment banking, operations
management, management consulting, marketing, systems engineering and other diverse
industries.

Our Partners

More Questions?
For Detailed Information, Please Contact:
Email: info@hdkaraoke.com
Website: www.hdkaraoke.com
Tel: 877-435-8966
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